in 1984 characterized the Menger universal ^-dimensional spaces. This characterization is used to identify certain inverse sequences having inverse limit homeomorphic to one of the Menger spaces. Specific models of the Menger spaces are then constructed in the Hilbert Cube as inverse limits of polyhedra. The union of these models is shown to be homeomorphic to the countably infinite dimensional space
A space X satisfies the disjoint n-cells property, DD n P, if for each pair of maps /, g: B n -> X and for each ε > 0 there are maps f v g x : B n -» X so that f λ (B n ) Π g λ (B n ) = 0 and so that d(f l9 f) < ε, and d(g l9 g) < ε.
We denote an inverse sequence of topological spaces by { X i9 pi). If X is the inverse limit of such a sequence, we let TΓ,: X -> Jζ be projection onto the ith coordinate space and let p {j \ Xj -» X n j> ι, be the map induced by the bonding maps. If [X i9 p t ) is an inverse sequence, we assume X t is metrized by a metric d i so that diameter (X^ < l/T. We use the metric d(x 9 y) = Σf^d^x^ y t ) on the product space Π°L 0 Ŵ e view the Hubert Cube Q as Π?°= 1 /, where / z = [0,1/2'] and we view the «-cell /" as Π^i/,-β 7 is Π^-/,-so that for each /i, Q = I" X A number x in [0, ^] that can be written as k/2 n 9 n > 1, with /r and 2 relatively prime is called a dyadic rational of order n. So 0 and ^ have order 1, \ has order 2, | and f have order 3 and so on.
Inverse sequences.
There are a number of results in the literature giving conditions which imply that the inverse limit of LC n compacta is itself LC n . Z. Cerin [Ce] shows that the inverse limit is LC n if and only if the inverse sequence is strongly n ^-movable. L. McAuley and E. Robinson [M, R] Proof, compact ^-dimensional.
Since each X t is compact and ^-dimensional, X is compact and less than or equal to ^-dimensional. We show below that X is LC nl and satisfies DD n P. A standard argument similar to that in [Ca] then shows that maps from B" into X are approximate by embeddings. In particular, X contains ^-dimensional subspaces and is thus ^-dimensional. Then the required extension has been constructed.
DD

LC n \
Given q <Ξ X and ε > 0, choose N so that diameter (ΠfL N Xi) < ε/2 and so that 00 Use the fact that X N is LC n~ι to choose 8 λ < δ 2 < ε/SN so that any
into the δ 2 neighborhood of q N in X N . We may also require that any set of diameter < 2δ 2 in X N has image in X i of diameter < ε/SN under the map p iN . This uses the uniform continuity of the bonding maps.
Let /:
is contained in the 8 λ neighborhood of q N , and so there is an extension It follows that h t is a map into the 4 ε/8N = ε/2JV neighborhood of q t in ΛΓ f for / < N. Because diamίΠjl^AΓ,.) < ε/2, it then follows that h is a map into the ε neighborhood of q in X. D 4. Specific models in the Hubert cube. 
Proof. X is homeomorphic to lim{P /9 p t ) where p { is the restriction of projection from /' onto Γ~ι. So it suffices to check that conditions 1, 2, and 3 from Theorem 1 are satisfied.
Conditions (a) and (b) above directly imply that conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied.
For condition 3, let /: B k+ι -> P., k < n -1, and g: S k -> _P ί+1 be maps with Λ + i°g=/|S*. of p,-,-°/ for each y < / and condition 1 is satisfied.
Extend g to a map
•
We now construct a specific model satisfying the conditions in Theorem 2. Again, fix n > 0.
For X = Γ or β, let X* = {x G XI for each choice of Λ + 1 coordinates x 9 ..., ^W w+1 of X with m x < < m n+l9 at least one of the coordinates is dyadic of order < m n+1 ).
Let P, = /;. For w = 1, the one-dimensional polyhedra P v P 2 , and P 3 are illustrated in Figure 1 .
When n = 0, P. = Π} =1 {0,1/2-7 '}, the corner points of the /-cell /'.
Let X n = ΠfL n (P ι X Q ι+1 ). Then X n is Q*. Note that X o is the Cantor Set consisting of the corner points of the Hubert Cube. In Theorem 3 below, we show that X n = μ n . Before proving this theorem, we provide an alternate description of P t that is easier to work with.
Fix n. Let P' n = /". Let P' n be viewed as a cell complex consisting of rectilinear ^-cells with sides of length 1/2" +1 by subdividing each factor I. of /" into subintervals of lengths l/2" +1 . Let A n be the (n -1) skeleton of this cell complex.
Define Proof. The alternate description of the P. given by Lemma 1 shows that each P 7 is a compact ^-dimensional polyhedron. Thus each P. is LC"" 1 . So it suffices to show that the P, c /' satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c) in Theorem 2. The alternate description of the P t shows directly that condition a is satisfied. P n is an n-cube and hence is (n -l)-connected. Therefore condition (b) is satisfied. For condition (c), let / be a map from B k+ι to P t X I i+ι (k < n -1) with f(S k ) c P i+ι . Using the alternate description, P i+ι may be viewed as the ^-skeleton of a cell complex L with underlying space P ι X I l+V We may assume that L consists entirely of rectilinear (n + 1) cells with sides of length l/2' +1 . Let σ be such an n + 1 cell of L. Since fc-f 1 <«, /|/~1( σ )" / -1 (σ) -> σ may be replaced by a map g: /~1(σ) -> 3σ so that g|/~1(3σ) = /|/-1 (3σ) [H, W] . It follows that d(f \ f~\o\ g \ Γ\σ)) < diameter(σ) = (n + l)/2' +1 . By following the above procedure on each n + 1 cell of L, one obtains a map g: 5 /c+1 -> P /+1 so that g\S k =f\S k 9
and so that d(f, g) < (Λ + l)/2 /+1 . D
Menger spaces and σ.
In this section, we show that if X = U^= 1^, then X is homeomorphic to σ. Recall that σ may be viewed as the set of points in Hilbert space having at most finitely many nonzero coordinates. In order to obtain the desired goal, we will show that X satisfies the following characterization [He] : X is a σ-manifold if and only if:
1. XisanANR. 2. X is the countable union of finite dimensional compacta. 3. Each compact subset of X is a strong Z-set in X. 
For each integer k, mapping /: R* -> X, and ε: X -> (0,1), there is an injection /': R* -> X with d(f(x)J'(x)) < ε(x). The last property is referred to as the Euclidean injection property (EIP). Condition 3 means that if
-> D w/ίA d(f(x),f'(x)) < ε(x).
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Proof. Let /, be the ί'th coordinate function of /. Define the z'th coordinate function f{ of a function /':
We now turn to the problem of showing that X is an ANR. According to Dugundji [Du] , it suffices to show that given any open cover Φ of X, there is an open cover Y of X such that given any simplicial complex K, any partial realization of K in Y extends to a full realization of K in°U . A partial realization of K in °ll is a mapping A: L -> X in which L is a subcomplex of K containing every vertex of K and such that the sets h(\L π s|) refine °U where s is a simplex of K. A full realization of K in Φ is a partial realization of K in Φ where K = L. can be approximated by an injection. Let g:
be such that rf(Πo/(χ), g(x)) < ε(x) for each x in R k . Define /': R k -> D to be a map whose first 2/: + 1 coordinates are given by g and whose remaining coordinates are the same as /. Then /' shows that D has the EIP. D
The final necessary result is that each compact subset of X be a strong Z-set. This will be accomplished by first showing that each compact subset of X is a Z-set in Q, and then getting the stronger property in X. Recall that a closed subset A of an ANR X is a Z-set if the relative homology groups //*(£/, U -A; Z) = 0 for each open set U in X and A is 1-LCC embedded in X. there are ^approximations /?/ to a i in Q such that for some neighborhood N of C in Q, β/(<2) misses N for each i. Let M be a neighborhood of C in Q whose closure is contained in N. By Lemma 3, each β-has â approximation β, that takes Q into 2λ We may further assume that each approximation β i is so close to βl(Q) misses M. Since /?/ is â approximation of a i and /?,-is a ^approximation of /?/, β, is â approximation of α z . However, fi t (Q) is contained in D which lies in X, so β i is a ^-approximation of a i9 and our proof is complete. D THEOREM 4. X is homeomorphic to σ.
Proof. Since X satisfies the characterization theorem, X is a σ-manifold. We have not shown that X is homeomorphic to σ. However, a σ-manifold may be factored as \K\ X σ where ^Γ is a countable, locally finite simplicial complex [Ch] . It follows from Lemma 2 that π n (X) = 0 for all ft, so π n (\K\) = 0 for all n, and |AΓ| is contractible. Thus X is contractible and homeomorphic to σ since they have the same homotopy type [Ch] . D It should be noted that a more general result follows from the above proofs. The following theorem is immediate.
THEOREM 5. Let X = \J™ sml X n9 where each X n is a compact, finite dimensional Z-set in Q, with X containing the set of all points in Q having at most finitely many nonzero coordinates. Then X is homeomorphic to σ.
Note that this immediately implies that D is homeomorphic to σ.
